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A well project planning can improve project benefit, and it is working objective 
to the project team. Resources constraint is critical in achieving project goals. This 
dissertation focuses on the problem on how to maximize project management benefit 
under resources constraint. It goes through reducing project cost while maintaining 
time and quality requirements under resources constraint. 
The aim of this dissertation is to develop a mathematical model on maximizing 
project benefit, and provide an example solution in artificial programming. This 
research adopted mathematical programming method in establishing model. The 
research contents are consisted with the followings: 
(1)Analysis project plan on how it influent the project benefit to explore the 
parameters in influences. 
(2)Analysis resources constraint on how it affects project benefit through time 
and cost performance. 
(3)Considering discrete time-cost trade-off relationship in establishing project 
cost function, this research used expert scoring method to describe quality, then 
building a mathematical programming model to maximizing project benefit. 
(4)Comparing and selecting suitable algorithm in solving the above function. 
The research results show that resources constraint impacts project benefit 
through time and quality. The more combining model for selection, the more possible 
for project achieve best results. Genetic algorithm can effectively get results of the 
mathematic programming model. In Matlab simulation program, using an example 
from PSPLIB, it finds out that that project operation model and quality motivation 
affect the project benefit. 
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